WHO WE ARE

Anna Nevola founded ADP Srl in 1961 in Saronno (Varese) as a local agency for the distribution of newspapers and magazines. ADP continues to expand its presence in North-West Lombardy and to represent all the national and international publishers of newspapers and magazines. This goes hand in hand with continuous innovation in transportation systems and increased efficiency in distribution and storage.

CONTACTS

Tel.: +39 02931954403 marcellobelotti@adpservizi.it

ADP SRL
Via Settembrini, 31/33
20045 - LAINATE (MI) ITALY

OURS SERVICES

The dedication to technological development has enabled ADP to broaden and diversify its product offering into new fields such as: personalized business printing services, library services, interlibrary exchange, logistics and transport and weighing of loads, publishing, collection services, recycling and valorization of paper and cardboard certificates, safe storage of goods subject to insolvency proceedings as well as promotional activities for and towards the newsstands provided. ADP's mission is expressed in its flexibility and versatility towards its customers. Each customer receives his "tailored" service and guaranteed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week availability.

www.adpservizi.it